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The Definiteness Effect:  Semantics or Pragmatics?
Edward L. Keenan, UCLA  12/20/02

abstract  In this paper I propose and defend a semantically based account of the distribution of
DPs in Existential There Ss in English in opposition to the pragmatic account proposed in Zucchi
(1995).  The two analyses share many features, making it possible to study variation along the
semantics/pragmatics dimension holding the rest constant.  

Introduction

Zucchi (1995) critiques the semantic analyses of There-sentences in Barwise & Cooper (1981),
Higginbotham (1987) and Keenan (1987) in favor of one which is both model theoretic and
pragmatic, relying on notions such as common ground (assumptions shared by conversational
participants), context sets (which vary the domain in which DPs are interpreted in a fixed model)
and Felicity Conditions (constraints on how truth-conditional content affects the common
ground) in addition to truth conditional properties of expressions.  Here I argue for the narrower
truth conditional approach.  My argument is that we can cover more data relying on much less in
the way of conceptually unclear primitives.  

That said, our analyses agree on much:  a model theoretic formulation of the issues, treating
DPs as generalized quantifiers, the syntactic analysis of There-Ss and the range of data we
should account for.  Most crucially, I adopt Zucchi's key idea of the underlying role of the coda
(see also Comorovski 1991), but I implement that idea semantically rather than pragmatically.  
Finally we both invoke some syntactic conditions (but very different ones).

Other recent analyses of There-Ss either focus on somewhat different data, McNally (1998)
and Comorovski (1995), or are not model theoretic in conception, Ward and Birner (1995),
critiqued in Abbott (1997), making it impossible to vary the semantic/pragmatic parameter,
holding everything else constant.  

This paper is organized as follows:  We begin with a large class of DPs which occur
naturally in There-Ss.  We then consider Zucchi's analysis and then our own, returning to
Zucchi's at certain points.  An Appendix contains some definitions and proofs.

1.1 Basic Data  The There-Ss in (1) are both grammatical and sensible; those in (2) are not.  The
corresponding Ss in (1) and (2) differ with regard to the choice of post-copular DP (italicized);
they in turn differ just by the choice of Det(erminer).  In (1f) and (2f) we assume main stress to
be on were, not there, to avoid a locative reading as with here in Which of the two students is
here in LA?.  We limit the There-Ss we consider to ones whose sense is preserved under
negation or polar questioning, operations we use as tests of productivity.  This rules out certain
usages such as list contexts (Rando and Napoli 1978), reminder contexts (Lakoff 1987, Lumsden
1988, Ward and Birner 1995) and presentative superlatives (Holmback 1984)1, whose primary
exemplars are just affirmative.

*This work has benefitted from audiences at Stanford and UCLA, two very helpful NALS
reviewers, and discussions with David Beaver, Philippe Schlenker and Daniel Büring.

(1) a.  Aren't there at least three students in your logic class?
b.  There is at most one undergraduate student who objects to that.
c.  Are there more than five students in the course?
d.  Aren't there nearly fifty students giving talks at the conference?
e.  Were there no students at the party?
f.   Just how many students were there at the demonstration?
g.  There are exactly two students enrolled in the course
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h.  There are fewer than five fountains in the garden

(2) a.  *There are most students in my logic class
b.  *Isn't there the student who objects to that?
c.  ??Are there two out of three students in the course?
d.  *Isn't there every student giving a talk at the conference?
e.  *Was there neither student at the party?
f.   *Which of the two students were there at the demonstration?
g.  *There are both students enrolled in the course
h.  *There are all but two fountains in the garden

(2) includes the types of DPs recognized as problematic:  universal, (2d,h), presuppositional,
(2b,e,f,g), and proportionality ones (2a,c).  Only the interrogative (2f) is novel.  The positive
instances in (1) are all DPs built from cardinal Dets (below).  Since Milsark (1977) cardinality
words have been recognized as primary builders of DPs which occur in There-Ss.  This set is
henceforth noted DPThere; DetThere is understood analogously.  The numerical Dets in (1) are
"specified" by more than, nearly, at most, etc.  Bare numerals are discussed below.  Compatible
with both approaches contrasted there these and later data, support 

(3) The Det Generalization
Whether a DP built from a Det and an appropriate number of 
nominals is natural in There-Ss is decided by the choice of Det.

So since at least three students is natural in (1a), so is at least three foreign visitors.  most
students is not natural in (2a), so most foreign visitors isn't either.  This is a widespread type of
fact and semantically supports views that treat DPs as projections of Dets.  For example, whether
a subject [DPDet N] licenses negative polarity items in the predicate is decided by the choice of
Det, not N.  Changing students to teachers in (4a,b) does not change the judgments; changing
some to no or more than five to fewer than five does.

(4) a. *Some / *more than five students here have ever been to Pinsk
b. TNo / Tfewer than five students here have ever been to Pinsk

The N arguments of a Det determine whether selection restrictions of predicates are satisfied. 
Replacing students with hills in (1a) is bizarre (but see McNally 1998 for a deeper case).

1.2  Defining Cardinal Dets in a clear and general way is one of the (modest) achievements of
this paper (drawing on Keenan & Moss 1984 and Keenan 1987).  Our definition is consistent
with but more general than that in Higginbotham (1987) and Zucchi, itself much more general
than the first attempt in Milsark (1974):  Given a domain E of objects, a generalized quantifier
(over E) is a function from PE, the set of subsets of E (properties of individuals), into
{True,False}.  Write GQE for the set of these functions.  They provide denotations for
affirmative DPs. One place Dets, such as most, every, no, etc. combine with Ns, like poet,
French poet, etc. to form DPs and are correspondingly interpreted as functions from possible N
denotations, subsets of E, into GQE.  Here are some (standard) examples:

(5) ALL(A)(B) = True iff A f B (A is a subset of B)
NO(A)(B) = True iff A1B = i (A intersect B is empty)
SOME(A)(B) = True iff A1B … i
(JUST TWO)(A)(B) = True iff |A1B| = 2 (The cardinality of A1B = 2).
(THE TWO)(A)(B) = True iff |A| = 2 & A f B
MOST(A)(B) = True iff |A1B| > |A|/2 (The cardinality of A1B is greater

 than half that of A)
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Generalizing, for X any set, write GQE,X for the set of functions from PE into X.  (When X =
{True,False} we just write GQE).  And we define,

Def 1 a'.  A function D from PE into GQE,X is cardinal2 iff for all subsets A, A', B, B' of E,

if |A1B| = |A'1B'| then DAB = DA'B'.

b.  A Det d is cardinal iff in all models with domain E, d denotes a cardinal functionQ

Def 1a', stated as an invariance condition, captures the idea that a cardinal function is one
sensitive to the cardinality of the intersection of its arguments S its value (whatever it is) remains
invariant under changes of arguments that preserve that cardinality.  

(6)  Some (one place) cardinal Dets:  no, some, a, at least six, more than / fewer than /
exactly / at most / only / just six, between six and ten, approximately/about/nearly/almost
fifty, a few, several, no, just finitely many, infinitely many, an even number of, a dozen, a
couple of, hardly any, practically no, twenty-odd  

To test that det is cardinal verify that (7b,c) have the same interpretation given (7a):

(7) a. The number of socks in my drawer =  the number of sparrows on my clothesline

b. det socks are in my drawer c. det sparrows are on my clothesline

We note three special cases of interest.  First, a vague Det can be clearly cardinal.  We may  not
be sure exactly how many sparrows constitute nearly a hundred but we judge that (7b,c) have the
same truth value, both true or both false, when det is replaced by nearly a hundred and condition
(7a) is met.  Def 1b allows that a given Det may have more than one denotation in a fixed
domain.  In some contexts anything between 90 and 100 might count as nearly a hundred, in
others we require more than 95.  But in each case the function denoted by nearly a hundred is
cardinal, so nearly a hundred is a cardinal Det.

Second, How many? and its variants About/Roughly/Precisely how many? are seen to be
cardinal.  We don't know just what questions denote, but if det in (7b,c) is replaced by How
many the two questions ask for the same information.  "Twenty" is a true answer to one iff it is a
true answer to the other.  So How many? and variants are cardinal Dets.  

Third, consider the bare numeral Det in (8a).  In answer to a polar question, (8b), we
interpret it naturally on an "at least two" construal; in answer to (8c) "exactly two".  

(8) a. There are two free seats in the front row
b. Are there two free seats in the front row?
c. How many free seats are there in the front row?

Both interpretations are cardinal functions, so bare numerals are cardinal.  The only examples of
simplex DetTheres Zucchi cites are a, some, no and bare numerals, all cardinal Dets.  No specified
numerals like more than ten are considered.

1.3 k-Place Cardinal Dets  Def 1a' generalizes easily to Detks, mapping k properties to GQs. 
And these interpret a larger class of DPTheres, already noted in Keenan & Moss (1984) and
Keenan (1987), but ignored in Zucchi.  Consider the following Det2s:

(9) a. There were more students than teachers at your party
b. Aren't there fewer men than women in your class?
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c. There are exactly/almost as many students as teachers in this building
d. There are three times as many cats as dogs housed in that kennel
e. Weren't there the same number of students as teachers at the lecture?
f. Aren't there an equal number of students and teachers in the building?
g. There are almost as many students as teachers living in this building
h. How many more students than teachers were there at the party?
i. There were five more students than teachers at the party

(10) gives the denotation of more...than... , with the Noun arguments in the easy to read order. 
Denotations for the other Det2s in (9) are defined similarly.  Read (10) as "More A1s than A2s
have B iff the number of A1s with B is greater than the number of A2s with B".  

(10) (MORE A1 THAN A2)(B) = True  iff  |A11B| > |A21B|

So the truth conditions of the Ss in (9) involve computing two cardinalities.  Keenan & Moss
(1984) show that cardinal Det2s are not semantically reducible to compounds of Det1s:  there are
GQs expressible as the value of cardinal Det2s at pairs of properties which are not the value of
any cardinal Det1 at any property.  Keenan (1987b) supports treating both Ns in more boys than
girls, etc. as syntactic arguments of more...than...  So Def 1a below properly generalizes the
unary case:  a cardinal Detk decides truth by checking the cardinality of the intersection of the
predicate property with each of the k Noun properties:

Def 1a A map D from k-tuples of sets into GQE,X is cardinal iff DAB = DA'B' whenever
|Ai1B| = |A'i1B'|, all 1 # i # k Q

So the value D assigns to a k-tuple A and a property B is decided by the cardinality of B with
each N argument Ai.  The italicized expressions in (9) denote cardinal two place functions.  For
the record:

(11) DPs built from cardinal Dets are in DPThere (= occur naturally in There-Ss)

Finally, we consider booleanly complex Dets, on which Zucchi draws to argue for his
pragmatic approach.  DPs built by combining others using and, or, not, neither...nor...
semantically distribute across their predicates, and boolean compounds of Dets distribute across
their N arguments, whence the following logical equivalences:

(12) (Some but not all) cats are black
/  (Some cats but (not all) cats) are black
/  (Some cats but (not (all cats))) are black
/  Some cats are black but (not (all cats)) are black
/  Some cats are black but it is not the case that all cats are black

(12) follows if we interpret and as a greatest lower bound (glb) operator, v, or as a least upper
bound (lub) operator, w, and not as a complement operator, ¬3:  Then

(13) a. (D w D')(A)(B) = (D(A) w D'(A))(B) = D(A)(B) w D'(A)(B)
b. (D v D')(A)(B) = (D(A) v D'(A))(B) = D(A)(B) v D'(A)(B)
c. (¬D)(A)(B) = ¬(D(A))(B)  = ¬(D(A)(B))

These data support three observations:  First, the judgments of mutual entailment in (12) are
solid (if boring).  Second, quite generally and is interpreted as a glb operator, or as a lub
operator, and not as a complement operator, interpretations not peculiar to DPs or Dets.  Third,
the property of being cardinal is provably inherited by boolean compounding:  
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Theorem 1 Boolean functions of cardinal functions are themselves cardinal.  That is,  
(D v D'), (D w D') and ¬D are each cardinal whenever D and D' are.

proof  Let A,B,X,Y be such that |A1B| = |X1Y|.  Then

(D v D')(A)(B) = (D(A) v D'(A))(B) pointwise meets of GQs
= D(A)(B) v D'(A)(B) pointwise meets of Det functions
= D(X)(Y) v D'(X)(Y) D, D' are cardinal
= (D v D')(X)(Y) pointwise meets again

A similar proof holds for joins and complements. Q

So at least two and not more than ten is cardinal since at least two and more than ten are.  And
since cardinal Dets build DPTheres, (11), it follows without stipulation that DPs built from boolean
compounds of cardinal Dets occur in There-Ss, which is correct:

(14) a. There are at least two and not more than ten students in the yard
b. Aren't there just six or at least not more than six graduate students in your class?

2.  Zucchi's pragmatic analysis  Zucchi sets himself two goals in analyzing There-Ss:  (i) to
provide a "semantic definition of the class of NPs which are allowed in postverbal position of
there-Ss" and (ii) "...show how the Definiteness Effect (DE) can be derived from this semantic
definition and the interpretation of there-Ss" (p.33).  The DE states which DPs (Zucchi uses NP)
do not occur in There-Ss.  Zucchi accepts the arguments of many authors that the gross structure
of There-Ss is as in (15a):

(15) a. There [VPbe, det+N, Coda] b. There are three students in the garden

The Coda, in the garden in (15b), determines a property of individuals, but does not form a
constituent with the N in the postcopular DP.  We agree with Zucchi on this point.  More
importantly we agree on (but implement quite differently) the Coda Condition (16), whose
import  is that in determining the interpretation (truth) of Ss like (15b) we can limit ourselves to
consideration of objects in the garden, we need not consider objects not in the garden.

(16)  Coda Condition  The Coda provides the domain of evaluation of There-Ss.

2.1 Zucchi's analysis
a.  DPs unacceptable in There-Ss are those built from presuppositional Dets (det+N'

  is felicitous only in contexts whose common ground contains the proposition that the
  denotation of the N' is not empty); 

b.  The interpretation of There-Ss incorporates the coda property into the scope of the 
  det in the postverbal DP, so There is every student in the garden presupposes that
  the denotation of student in the garden is not empty.

c.  The Felicity Conditions (FCs) of There-Ss require that the common ground include
  neither the proposition that N'+Coda is empty or that it is non-empty.  Q

So (17a) is unacceptable:  the FCs of There-Ss conflict with those imposed by every + "coda
incorporation", (2.1b).  In the acceptable (17b) a carries no such presupposition.

(17) a. ??There is every student in the garden
b.    There is a student in the garden

2.2  A Critique of Zucchi's analysis Despite his goals, Zucchi does not characterize directly the
DPs which occur in There-Ss; rather he characterizes those that do not.  We must infer that all
others do.  This is puzzling.  We expect the language learner to generalize from positive
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evidence  S examples of DPs in There-Ss, so we expect to find an identifiable property which is
the basis of the generalization. In section 3 I offer such a property.  But Zucchi's approach
suggests that we learn which DPs are not in DPThere and then use the others in There-Ss.  We have
reason to believe that the set of expressions speakers use has some structure S it must conform to
our mind and properties of the communicative medium.  But the set we don't use is subject to no
such requirement and so may well lack any natural structural characterization.  We know of such
cases in formal work:  the set of theorems of (first order) arithmetic has a syntactic definition  S
a sentence is in that set iff it is the last line of a proof, where proofs are defined syntactically. 
But the set of non-theorems has no syntactic characterization.  We now take up Zucchi's analysis
point by point:

Re (2.1a), Zucchi lists every, all, the, both, and most as presuppositional.  But these are not
uniform with regard to existence implication.  Contrast all and both in contexts like (18) which
are intensional and do not independently imply existence.  (18a) clearly entails (18c), but (18b)
does not, it may just be a statement about requirements.  So both makes an existence
commitment which all does not.

(18) a. Both scholarship recipients are required to sign the loyalty oath
b. All scholarship recipients are required to sign the loyalty oath
c. There is at least one scholarship recipient

Secondly, Zucchi offers no definition of presuppositionality.  So here we will assume the
standard notion that presupposed material is implied by the original as well as its "natural
negation" or Yes-No question.  Then Dets of the form just n (only n), n > 0, presuppose
existence.  just two has the same logical meaning as exactly two, namely "at least two and not
more than two", but just (and only) structures this information, with the result that the natural
negation still implies at least two and just denies the not more than two part.  (19a,a',a'') but not
(19b) imply (19c).  just TWO and JUST two, with contrastive stress, preserve this pattern.

(19) a. He found just two mistakes in the proof
a'. He didn't find just two mistakes in the proof
a''. Didn't he find just two mistakes in the proof?
b. He didn't find exactly two mistakes in the proof
c. There were at least two mistakes in the proof

This structuring role of just/only is quite general, not peculiar to numerals.  Only John ran and
Not only John ran both entail that John ran.  John only smiled and John didn't only smile both
entail that John smiled, etc.

Now just/only n (with any one constituent stressed) passes the cardinality test in (7), so we
predict, correctly, that just/only n builds DPs which occur in There-Ss.  But Zucchi's analysis
should predict that these Ss are out, given the presuppositional nature of just/only n.  

(20) a. There were just two mistakes in your paper
b. Aren't there only two undergraduates in your logic class?

Re (2.1b), incorporating the Coda into the DP creates a compositionality problem, which
Zucchi resolves syntactically by changing the form of the expressions he interprets; see 3.3.  

Re (2.1c), the basic intuition that FCs of There-Ss are to add to the common ground the
information that the intersection of the Coda and the N properties is (or is not) empty (p.70), is
insufficient.  There-Ss, per (1), may establish, refute, or query the number, not merely the
existence, of objects in that intersection.  Consider the following dialogue between a visiting
lecturer A and an old hand B, watching students stream into the lecture hall:
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(21) A S  Wow!  There's gonna be hundreds of people at my lecture on PIE laryngeals!
B S  No, there'll just be three or four, the others are just taking a shortcut to the spa

Here the proposition that there will be some people at the lecture is part of the common ground. 
What is in dispute is only whether the number of those people will be large or small.  Similar
cases typically arise with Det2s.  In (22) A and B agree that there were both students and teachers
at the party and use There-Ss to dispute their relative numbers.  

(22) A S There certainly were a lot of students at the party last night
B S Yeh, and there were even more teachers than students there
A S No, no  there were about the same number (of teachers as students at the party)

Zucchi (p.56,57) deals with one similar case, (23), but limits the example to one whose coda is
built from a bare numeral (whence the absence of specified numerical expressions we alluded to
earlier is apparently not accidental).  

(23) There are some mistakes.  Indeed, there are five mistakes.

Zucchi's response to this problem is, to my mind, unsatisfactory.  First, and despite his goal of
providing a semantic analysis of the DE, Zucchi reverts to a syntactic claim:  "The source of the
problem here is the assumption that number words like five are located in the specifier position
of NP and thus lie outside N'" (p.56)4.  So bare numerals are not Dets at all, but a kind of
adjective, forming an N' with an N and an empty specifier position (where Dets go).  So five
students has the structure  [NP [SPEC i] [N' five students]].

Second, Zucchi sees "...number words like five as combining with a set A to yield the subset
of A whose members are pluralities made up by five atoms" (p.56).  (23) is dismissed as a
counterexample on the grounds that five mistakes is part of the N' so the FCs for There-Ss
require that the common ground be uncommitted regarding the existence of pluralities of five
mistakes, not simply the existence of mistakes.

So the syntactic claim, that bare numerals are within the N' and not part of the Det, is used
essentially, but the semantic claim is used only here, to dismiss (23).  And just what are
"pluralities"?  and atoms?  Given the 7 element set {a,b,c,d,e,f,g}, which of the 21 five element
subsets is the one "whose members are pluralities made up by five atoms"?  Invoking notions we
do not understand is confusing, not helpful.  

And even if the semantic notions could be spelled out and the syntactic claims justified it
remains easy to find discourses where the participants agree on the existence of the relevant
number of "pluralities".  Consider the many ways one can accept an assertion and add to it:

(24) Editor S Ed, I can't accept this paper.  There are three mistakes on the first page alone.
Ed S  Yes, there are three mistakes on the first page, I'm correcting them now.
Ed' S  Yes, but there are only three, and they are all trivial.
Ed'' S  Yes, in fact there are more than three; several are quite serious.

Here the Editor and Ed (Ed', Ed'') agree on the existence of pluralities of three mistakes on the
first page, but the discourses are fine.  We turn now to a more narrowly semantic analysis, based
on (relative) truth conditions rather than agreement among conversational participants.

3.  A Semantically Based Analysis of There-Ss  

3.1  Which DPs occur in There-Ss?  A first, and surprisingly comprehensive, characterization
is:  those built from k-place cardinal Dets closed under boolean compounds.  Milsark (1974),
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Higginbotham (1987) and Zucchi come close to limiting acceptable DPs to cardinal ones, though
they do not consider k > 1 place Dets (more...than..., etc) or boolean compounds of DPs formed
from cardinal Dets, as in:

(25) a. There are at least two dogs and more than five cats in the yard
b. There are neither any geniuses nor any real dunces in my logic class
c. There were several students but not more than three teachers at the party 
d. There are as many Fords as Hondas but fewer Jaguars than Porsches in the lot 

But Keenan (1987) argues for a slightly larger class, and here we augment that class a little. 

To capture the Coda Condition Zucchi replaces the domain E of the model by the denotation
of the coda, changing the evaluation domain of all the expressions in the There-S.  The details
are complex (Zucchi pp. 63 S 67).  Here we take a much more restrained option, restricting the
lexical Dets that build DPTheres to ones with a certain semantic property.  Our idea is that
DetTheres are ones that decide truth by limiting their universe to the coda set.  To say what this
means we first review the notion of conservativity, now called conservativity on the first
argument, cons1.  For simplicity we give the formal definitions for one place affirmative Dets. 
The generalization (Appendix) to k-place Dets is merely tedious.  Recall that we write GQE,X for
the set of functions from PE, the subsets of E, into X.  Then, 

(26)  a.  A map D from PE into GQE,X is conservative on its first argument (cons1) iff 

A1B = A1B' Y DAB = DAB' all A,B,B' f E

b.  An equivalent (and standard) statement is:  DAB = DAA1B, all A,B.  

From (26b) we see that a cons1 Det uses its first, or Noun argument A, as its local universe in the
sense that in deciding whether D(A) maps a B to True the only elements of B it needs to see are
those in A, it doesn't have to look outside A (and so can't tell the difference between a B and a B'
if B1A = B'1A).  E.g. to decide the truth of Most poets daydream it suffices to know which
objects are poets and which of those daydream (from which we can compute which don't; in
general given any two of A, A1B, and A S B we can compute the third).  What we don't have to
know about are people who daydream that are not poets.

Generalizing, to say that a Det is conservative on any given argument is to say that the value
it assigns is determined by that argument and its intersections with the other arguments.  For the
case of interest we define explicitly,

Def 2 a. A map D from PE into GQE,X is conservative on its second argument (cons2) iff 

A1B = A'1B Y DAB = DA'B, all A,A',B f E

   b. An equivalent statement is:  DAB = DA1B,B     all A,B.  

So cons2 Dets can vary the Noun argument without changing truth, as long as it maintains its
intersection with the predicate property.  Observe (27) and its generalization, Theorem 2:

(27)  EXACTLY TWO (EX 2) is cons2.  proof:  Let A,A' and B be subsets of E with A1B =
A'1B.  Then trivially |A1B| = |A'1B| so (EX 2)(A)(B) = (EX 2)(A')(B) since (EX 2) is
cardinal, whence EXACTLY TWO is cons2.  Q

Theorem 2  For all maps D from PE into GQE,X, D is cardinal Y D is cons1 and cons2.   
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proof Let D be cardinal.  If A1B = A1B' then |A1B| = |A1B'| so DAB = DAB', so D is
cons1.  And if A1B = A'1B then |A1B| = |A'1B| so DAB = DA'B, so D is cons2   Q

And our characterization of the DPs which occur naturally in There-Ss is:

(28)  DPThere is the set of (boolean compounds of) those DPs built from lexical cons2 Dets

We must justify both the accuracy of (28) and its motivation.  We begin by observing that the
Dets which Zucchi wants to exclude on presuppositional grounds are also excluded by (28) as
they all fail to be cons2.  Here are some sample cases:

(29)  ALL is not cons2.  Let A = {a,b,c}, A' = {a,b,c,e,f,g,h} and B = {a,b,c,d}.  Then A1B =
A'1B = {a,b,c} and ALL(A)(B) = True, since A f B, but ALL(A')(B) = False, since A' é B.
Similarly MOST(A)(B) = True since all three As are Bs, but MOST(A')(B) = False, as only 3 of
the seven A's are Bs.  As well (THE 3) defined by (THE 3)(X)(Y) = True iff |X| = 3 and X f Y,
is not cons2, nor are THEpl, THEsg or (THE n) in general. Q

Thus the property of being conservative on the second argument excludes Zucchi's
presuppositional Dets and makes the right cut at just/only n (both cardinal and thus cons2).

Consider the consequences of allowing the Dets in (29) to occur in There-Ss.  Imagine a
model in which (30) is True.

(30) All students read the Times.

Now, add to the model a student, x, who does not read the Times.  (30) is now False even though
we have not changed the individuals S in particular the students S who read the Times.  So if all
were in DetThere the truth of There are all students in the park could not be determined just by
checking individuals in the park.  We would have to look outside the park to verify that there
were no students there.  Similarly in There are all but two students in the park we would have to
verify that a certain set of objects not in the park had exactly two members.  In There are most
students in the park we would have to verify that the number of students not in the park is less
than the number that are, etc.  In short, Dets not conservative on their second argument cannot
satisfy the Coda Condition

So, for the Dets so far considered, (28) gives the right results:  Zucchi's presuppositional
ones are out and the cardinal ones, including just/only n, are in.  We present the other cons2 Dets
in two groups:  those which are also cons1 (the vast majority), and those which are not. 

Dets which are both cons1 and cons2 are exactly the intersective Dets:

Def 3  D from PE into GQE,X is intersective iff for all subsets A,A',B,B' of the universe E,

if A1B = A'1B' then DAB = DA'B'

Theorem 3 a. D is intersective iff D is both cons1 and cons2
b. D is existential iff D is intersective Q

So (28) predicts that of standard (cons1) lexical Dets, those that build DPTheres are just the
intersective ones.  These are provably those called existential in Keenan (1987), defined by DAB
= D(A1B)(E), all A,B f E.  So e.g. no is existential since No cats are pink always has the same
truth value as No cats that are pink exist.  The following observation is also helpful:

Theorem 4   D is cardinal Y D is intersective Y D is cons1; the inclusions all being proper. Q
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Universal Dets, all, all but two, every...but John, definite dets such as the five, John's five, and
proportional Dets, such as most, two out of ten, every other,... are cons1 but not intersective.  We
illustrate three classes of intersective non-cardinal Dets, all in DetThere, drawn from Keenan
(1987).  The members of these classes are all syntactically complex.  Then we consider one new
intersective non-cardinal Det which is simplex.

(31)  Cardinal comparison of intersective adjectives:

a.  There are (five) more male than female students in my class
 b.  There are exactly as many male as female students enrolled in the course

c.  Aren't there the same number of male as female students in the department?
d.  There are ten times as many male as female students in this university
e.  There were fewer French than German delegates on the committee

Zucchi (p. 76) notes that they remain an open problem for his analysis.  Keenan (1987) shows
these Dets to be intersective but not cardinal.  more male than female for example may be
interpreted as in (32), with F,G intersective functions (Keenan & Faltz 1985) from PE to PE:

(32) (MORE F THAN G)(A)(B) = True  iff  |F(A) 1 B| > |G(A) 1 B|

So by (32), More male than female students shoot pool is True iff the number of male students
who shoot pool is greater than the number of female ones who do, which is correct.  Also the
truth of (MORE F THAN G)(A)(B) is not determined by |A1B|.  Rather we must know |F(A)1B|
and |G(A)1B|.  So more male than female, etc. are not cardinal.

(33)  Dets composed with adjectives (forced in boolean compounds)

a. There are at least two male and not more than three female kittens in this litter
b. There are at most two male and more than five female kittens in this litter

As with cardinal comparative adjectives, the judgments of grammaticality and of the truth
conditions of the Ss are both solid.  But both types of expression are syntactically complex and
thus open to the claim that they can be analyzed in such a way that we do not need to interpret
our italicized expressions as Dets.  E.g. more male than female students would be
"reconstructed" to more male students than female students (built from a cardinal Det2), and at
least two male and not more than three female kittens would be at least two male kittens and not
more than three female kittens.  (Keenan 1987, Keenan & Stavi 1986, and Keenan & Moss 1984
argue against syntactic reconstruction).

(34)  Exceptives and, possibly, free exceptives 

a. There was no student but John in the building
b. There were at least two students besides Kim in the building

If we treat NO...BUT JOHN as a GQ mapping A,B to True iff A1B = {John} we get the right
truth conditions, and (Keenan 1987) this function is intersective but not cardinal.  von Fintel
(1993) supports treating but phrases as forming complex Dets form no and every.  His argument,
which we support and add to here, is the independent existence of exception modification of
Dets, as in almost every student left.  To this we may add the use of but n as in All but two
students here are vegetarian, where but two forms a constituent with the Det all.  The
postnominal position of but John in Every/No student but John left early can perhaps be
attributed to the same constraint that relates the next man to see/*the next to see man, an easy
teacher to talk to/*an easy to talk to teacher.  Similarly practically is an exception-type modifier
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of no, as in Practically no students showed up.  

An additional argument is one against treating but John as a full DP modifier.  The
semantics can be made to work due to the restricted class of DPs involved:  EVERY(A) is that
GQ noted FA which maps a set B to True iff A f B.  And NO(A), noted IA, maps a B to True iff
B f ¬A.  So we might interpret but John as that map with the restricted domain:  

Def 4   a.  (BUT JOHN)(FA)(B) = True iff ASB = {John}, and
  b.  (BUT JOHN)(IA)(B) = True iff A1B = {John}

This is a well definition since FA and IA coincide only in case A = i, in which case A1B = i = A
S B, so every A but John has B and no A but John has B are both false.   

But syntactic problems arise with this approach.  If for example John, Mary and Sue are the
only students then every student and John, Mary and Sue both denote FA, for A = {John, Mary,
Sue}, and no student and neither John nor Mary nor Sue both denote I¬A.  But such coordinate
DPs do not combine with exception phrases:  *John, Mary and Sue but Mary, *neither John nor
Mary nor Sue but Mary, though by the semantics above they would be interpreted.  So but John
cannot just combine with DPs having the right denotation, it must be able to see the Det, which
must be every or no (roughly).  The N can vary freely.  Thus we prefer to treat no...but John as a
Det1, one that is provably intersective and not cardinal.  And note finally, of importance later,
no...but John seems to be presuppositional:

(35) a. S No student but John came to the lecture
b. S No, that's false.  (Bill also came).

(35a) clearly entails the existence of a student (John) and its natural denial, (35b), also implies
the existence of a student.  

One might hope that "free exceptives" (Hoeksema 1987, von Fintel 1993) with besides as in
(34b) would enlarge the class of intersective non-cardinal Dets.  If with Zuber (2000) we accept
at least n...besides Kim as a Det with the semantics below this is true:  

(36)  For D an intersective Det function and x 0 E,

D(A S {x})(B) if x 0 A1B
(D...BESIDES x)(A)(B) =

False if x ó A1B

Unfortunately some speakers disagree with the judgment that At least two students besides Kim
came to the party entails Kim is a student who came to the party.

Our last example of intersective non-cardinal Dets is the simplex interrogative Which?

(37) a. Which students were at the party?
b.    ?Which students were there at the party?
c.  (?)Just which students were there at the party anyway?

(37a) assumes there were students at the party and asks the addressee to identify them.  So
Which? is presuppositional, intersective, and not cardinal (saying how many students were at the
party does not answer (37a)).  But some linguists have doubts about (37b).  Heim (1987) blocks
variable binding into the post-copular position in There-Ss and Safire (1982) marks Ss like (37b)
with ??.  But all speakers I have consulted find (37b) acceptable, though sometimes less natural
than (37a).  And it improves in (37c), natural when the existence of students at the party has been
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acknowledged and the speaker is insisting on identifying them.  Thus we should accept Which?
as a lexical intersective non-cardinal Det.  

Dets which are cons2 but not cons1 seem limited to mostly and bare only/just:

Def 5 a. ONLY/JUST(A)(B)  =  ALL(B)(A)
b. MOSTLY(A)(B)  =  MOST(B)(A)

One computes that only/just and mostly are cons2 but not cons1
5.  And these Dets build DPs

which occur in There-Ss, as Johnsen (1987) was the first to point out.

(38) a. There are just freshmen in that course
b. There are mostly freshmen in that course

These Dets also seem presuppositional:  both (38b) and its negation There aren't mostly
freshmen in that course entail that there are freshmen in that course.  

In Sum  We have proposed conservative on the second argument as a property characterizing
DetThere.  It is superior to Zucchi's presuppositionality in two respects:  First, it is descriptively
much more adequate:  It clearly rules in specified cardinal Dets, Detks for k > 1, various types of
intersective non-cardinal Dets, such as Which? and more male than female, and it captures the
few non-conservative Dets:  only, just and mostly.  It excludes Zuchi's presuppositional Dets,
including all whose presuppositional status is not so clear, but it includes, correctly,
presuppositional Dets such as just n, only, mostly, Which? and no...but John.  

Second, it is conceptually clearer.  Our argument that all is not cons2 is stable across
speakers.  Our judgments about the truth conditions of All students are in the garden are based
on reliable judgments of entailment (relative truth conditions).  In contrast it is less clear how to
argue that the proposition that the N' argument of all is non-empty must be in the "shared
assumptions" (Zucchi p.68) of conversational participants.  Are propositions that the participants
would readily accept if proffered, but which haven't arisen in the conversation part of the
common ground?  How do we argue here?  Must we posit "ideal" conversational partners?  What
constraints, if any, must the common ground satisfy?    

3.2  Our Interpretation of VPThere says that the Coda Condition has been grammaticized by
limiting the DPs in There-Ss to ones built from lexical cons2 dets  Our definition employs the
syntactic notion of boolean closure (which Zucchi criticizes from Keenan 1987).  The boolean
closure of a set K of expressions isdef the set that can be built starting from those in K and
coordinating and negating them iteratively with (both)...and, (either)...or, not, but not,
neither...nor....  We present our definition and interpretation of VPThere in several steps:

step 1  Select the lexical Detks which are cons2:  a, no, some, several, six, a few, ...
more...than..., as many...as..., ...; include specified numerals (more than six, ..., more than
twice as many...as... ).  Call this set Initial-DetThere.

step 2  Form the boolean closure of Initial-DetThere.  Call this set DetThere.6  So at least two and
not more than ten 0 DetThere.

step 3  DPThere = the boolean closure of DPs formed from a DetThere and an appropriate
number of Ns.  So two dogs and not more than five cats 0 DPThere.  

step 4  VPThere = [BE + DPThere + Coda], where BE is any tensed/negated/modal form of be
(is, shouldn't be, ...) and Coda is an appropriate PP, Participle, Adjective Phrase, ... Q

step 5  For all models M, ÚBE, DPThere, CodaáM  =  ÚBE áM( ÚDPThere áM( ÚCoda áM))

The interpretation of a There-S is that of its VPThere.  BE denotes a general sentence level
modality (affirmation, negation, possibility, ...).  The Coda determines a property which DPThere
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takes as argument as in simple Ss.  Below are three remarks on these definitions:  

1.  The logical equivalence of (39a,b) and similar pairs follows from step 5.  

(39) a. There are more than five students in the garden
b. More than five students are in the garden

So There-Ss have the same truth conditions as their corresponding non-There counterparts.  The
difference between them is the grammaticization of the cons2 constraint:  the Dets which build
DPTheres are cons2 and thus There-Ss satisfy the Coda Condition.  Interpreting and, or, and not as
v, w, and ¬ in Detk, k $ 0 (Det0 =def DP), guarantees the equivalences in (40).

(40)  a. There are at least two and not more than ten hogs in the pen
b.  / There are at least two hogs and not more than ten hogs in the pen
c.  / There are at least two hogs in the pen and not more than ten hogs in the pen

2.  The elements of DetThere are all cons2.  For boolean compounds we have an easy proof:  

Theorem 5   The set of cons2 maps from PE into GQE is closed under the boolean operations. 
Here is one case:  Let F,G be cons2.  We show that (F w G) is cons2.  We must show 
(F w G)(A)(B) = (F w G)(A1B)(B), all A,B.  By pointwise joins on GQs and Det functions in
general we have (F w G)(A)(B) = (F(A) w G(A))(B) = (F(A)(B) w G(A)(B)), = (F(A1B)(B) w
G(A1B)(B)), since F,G are cons2, = (F(A1B) w G(A1B))(B) = (F w G)(A1B)(B), by pointwise
joins, so (F w G) is cons2.  The other boolean compounds work similarly.  Q

So, that boolean compounds of cons2 Dets are themselves cons2 is not a stipulation but
follows from the definition of cons2 + the general interpretation of boolean compounds. 

3.  We did not define DetThere simply as the set of Dets which denote cons2 functions.  Rather it is
the boolean closure of a set of Dets with this property.  So, correctly, we do not generate (41b). 
Its Det is not in DetThere, not being a boolean compound of cons2 Dets.  But we do generate (41a),
and the Dets in the (41a,b) denote the same function, 1, which maps all pairs A,B of sets to True,
and which is thus cons2 (also cons1, intersective, and cardinal).

(41) a. There are either zero or else more than zero students in the garden
b.  ??There are either all or else not all students in the garden

Zucchi objects to this approach, feeling that individuating the elements of DetThere on the basis of
their lexical components "cries out for an explanation" (p. 42).  It does.  Here is the beginning of
one.  We observe that inheritance of properties under the formation of boolean compounds,
especially conjunction and disjunction, is widespread in natural languages.  The properties of
being cons1, intersective and cardinal are all preserved under boolean compounds.  The property
of being (non-) extensional on its argument is preserved by boolean compounds of predicates:  
Our department wants but doesn't really need a Zulu speaking receptionist does not imply the
existence of such a receptionist as neither conjunct does.  Boolean compounds of activity
predicates are themselves activity, forming progressives and imperatives naturally: He is both
singing and dancing, he isn't laughing; don't laugh!, etc.  Imposition of selection restrictions is
preserved:  laugh and cry require that their argument be animate, and so do is both laughing and
crying, is either laughing or crying, and even isn't laughing.  Dually, satisfaction of selection
restrictions is preserved:  since two boys and more than five girls each satisfy the selection
restrictions of write poetry so does two boys and not more than five girls. And even syntactically,
if expressions of a given grammatical category occur in a certain position so, usually, do their
boolean compounds.  The closure of linguistic classes under boolean compounds is actually so
natural and widespread that the cases where this doesn't happen are the ones in need of
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explanation.

Now, why should boolean structure be as pervasive as it is?  Keenan & Faltz (1985) argue
that it is because the boolean operations and relations are properties of mind, as Boole (1854)
himself thought.  As such they can be studied psycholinguistically and we should have to look to
such studies to determine a precise explanation of their linguistic realization.

Zucchi purports to handle cases like (41a,b) differently.  "Given the plausible hypothesis
that presuppositions are projected by lexical items..." (p.48) (41b) would be unacceptable as its
(complex) Det is presuppositional.  

But this claim is, now, unconvincing.  First, presuppositionality does not seem to be the
criterial attribute of unacceptable Dets:  all is not so presuppositional but is excluded, just two,
mostly, only and no...but John are presuppositional but aren't excluded.  Second, the plausibility
of a hypothesis is not the same as confirmation:  Zucchi needs systematic examples of complex
Dets (the only two he considers are those in (41)) and judgments that presuppositions are
inherited.  And if inherited, is this a stipulation or a theorem?  One hopes for the latter, but
lacking a definition of presupposition we cannot tell.  By contrast, the boolean inheritance of
cons2 is a theorem.

And third, the issue with (41a,b) is not inheritance, it is that it is possible to build cons2
functions from ones that are not cons2.  Similarly Zucchi must show that if we can build
presuppositional Dets from ones that are not presuppositional then they are excluded from
There-Ss.  Zucchi tests no such cases, but just two and no...but John are worrisome:  two/no are
not presuppositional but just two and no...but John are, but are not excluded.  

This completes our semantic analysis of There-Ss but not our comparison with Zucchi's
pragmatic analysis, as we have omitted much of the complexity of his analysis for clarity of
comparison.  We refer the reader to pages 57 S 73 of Zucchi for his formal analysis, given in
successive reformulations.  Here we just note the complexity of the primitives on which it
depends and two problems that leads to.   

3.3  Zucchi's interpretation of expressions in general is relativized to an assignment g of values
to referential indices j and set indices i, a model M, which assigns denotations to lexical
expressions relative to a universe E, and an ordered triple c = (cg(c), g, {Dk(c)}k0K), called a
context, where cg(c), the common ground of c, is "the set of propositions representing the set of
assumptions shared by the conversational participants "(p.67), g is the assignment (again), and K
is a set of numbers k with each context set Dk(c) f E the domain in which NPk is interpreted (so
the NPs in the language are assumed indexed).  So we may treat an interpretation Ú@áM,c as a
properly partial function assigning a value ÚuáM,c to an expression u in a context c when the
Felicity Conditions of u in c are met.  If they are not then u is not in the domain of  Ú@áM,c andÚuáM,c is not defined.

Clearly Zucchi gives us much S in my judgment too much S to work with.  Briefly, the
motivation for the most distinctive parts of this structure S common ground, set indices, and
context sets S is as follows.  Common ground is used to define Felicity Conditions, such as that
cg(c) must contain the proposition that  ÚstudentáM,c… i for Úevery studentáM,c to be defined.  The
set index i on DPThere is used for a well defined statement of the FCs for VPThere, which Zucchi
gives initially (p.71) as follows:

(42) Ú[VP be + [NP[j] Det N'j] + XP]áM,c  is defined only if cg(c) does not entail that

ÚXPáM,c1 ÚN'áM,c … i and does not entail that it is empty.
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But this is not a well definition:  given the GQ denoted by [NP[j] Det N'j],  Ú@áM,c cannot recover the
denotation of the N', as Zucchi is aware (different Dets applied to different sets may yield the
same GQ as value).  So (again) Zucchi invokes a syntactic solution:  modify the expression we
are interpreting so that it carries a set index i, which, by stipulation (p.73) is interpreted by g as
the denotation of the N'.  This is like saying that the syntactic form of every fat cat is [DP<fat

cat>every [N'fat cat]] so we have infinitely many DP categories, one for each N', whence we can
recover the N' denotation.  I find this ad hoc in the extreme.  

Lastly, Zucchi wants to say that in the interpretation of There are det students in the park
the det presuppositions apply to student in the park, not just student, despite the fact that in the
park does not form a constituent with student.  His solution is that in interpreting [be, NPi, XP]
in a context c we set Di(c') = ÚXPáM,c and we interpret NPi relative to Di(c').  The effect of this is
that ...[det+student][in the park] is interpreted as DET(STUDENT 1 IN-THE-PARK).  But if the
N' is complex, we don't necessarily want to interpret other DPs within it in the XP-universe. 
Zucchi considers There is an office from which one can see a river on this floor where we don't
want to say that river is interpreted in the universe of things on this floor.  Zucchi's answer is to
interpret different NPis relative to non-compositionally chosen subsets Di(c) of the universe of
the model.  But this allows that syntactically distinct but logically equivalent DPs, such as those
in (43a,b), be interpreted differently by choosing different context sets yielding distinct subsets
of DOCTOR1VEGETARIAN.

(43) a.  some doctors who are vegetarians b.  some vegetarians who are doctors

Thus we can no longer justify many elementary judgments of entailment, such as det doctors
who are vegetarians smoke entails det vegetarians who are doctors smoke, any intersective det,
just because syntactically distinct but logically equivalent DPs can have their denotations vary
by intersecting them with different context sets.  The idea that e.g. all men can be interpreted as
ALL(A), A any subset of MAN, is simply unhelpful and unenlightening.  Such non-
compositionality creates problems, not solutions.  

The interpretative problem that Zucchi faces here is solved on our approach.  To take a
concrete example, observe that ALL and EX 3 (EXACTLY THREE) map any three element set,
say {a,b,c}, to the same GQ.  But if we intersect that set with some other one (say the Coda set
of a There-S) we will obtain a subset of {a,b,c} at which these two Dets may take different
values.   For example consider {a,b,c} 1 {a,b,d,e,f} = {a,b}.  ALL maps that set to a GQ True of
all supersets of {a,b}, but EX 3 maps it to 0, which assigns False to all sets, as no set has a three
element intersection with {a,b}.  So Zucchi cannot compositionally restrict a GQ denoted by
some Det+N' to the value of the Det at the N' denotation intersected with the Coda property, as
the same GQ can be built from different Dets (and different N' sets) and yield different values
when the N' set is intersected with the Coda set.  But this cannot happen if the Dets are cons2. 
Following Westerståhl (1989), on whom Zucchi draws for his context sets, write DB for the
restriction of a Det D to B:  DB(A) =def D(B1A).  Then, if DPs built from cons2 Dets D and D'
take the same value at properties A and A' the GQs resulting from restricting the Dets to any
coda set B take the same value at that B:

Theorem 6 For D, D' cons2, if D(A) = D'(A') then DB(A)(B) = D'B(A')(B)

proof:  Let D,D' be cons2, let A,A' f E s.t. DA = D'A'.  Then DB(A)(B) = D'B(A')(B)

DB(A)(B) = D(A1B)(B) Def DB

= D(A)(B) D is cons2
= D'(A')(B) assumption
= D'(A'1B)(B) D' is cons2
= D'B(A')(B) Def D'B Q
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For ordinary, cons1, Dets S those that Zucchi (Keenan 1987, Barwise and Cooper 1981, etc.)
consider S we have a stronger result:  

Theorem 7 For D,D' cons1, if D,D' are cons2 and DA = D'A' then for all B, DB(A) = D'B(A')

proof:  Let D,D' be cons1.  Assume they are cons2 and thus intersective (Theorem 3a).  Let DA
= D'A'.  Then for any B f E, 

D'B(A')(X) = D'(B1A')(X) Def D'B
= D'(A')(B1X) D' is intersective:  (B1A')1X = A'1(B1X)
= D(A)(B1X) hypothesis
= D(B1A)(X) D is intersective
= DB(A)(X) Def DB Q

Theorem 7 tells us that if det and det' below are conservative and denote cons2 functions, and the
GQs denoted by det+doctor and det'+vegetarian are the same, as it happens, then det+doctor in
the park and det'+vegetarian in the park also denote the same GQs.  So the right selection of Dets
avoids the compositionality problem.

(44) a. There are det doctors in the park
b. There are det' vegetarians in the park

We let the reader prove that restrictions respect boolean structure: (D w D')B = DBw D'B, etc.

Theorem 8    Theorem 7 fails if D is not intersective.  In fact for such a D there exist a
conservative D' and properties X,X',Y such that DX = D'X' but DYXY … D'YX'Y

Lemma 9 If for all A,B DAB = D(A1B)(A1B) then D is intersective.  proof  Assume D
meets the condition.  Let A1B = A'1B'.  Then DAB = D(A1B)(A1B) = D(A'1B')(A'1B') =
DA'B', so D is intersective.  Q

proof of theorem  Let D not intersective.  By Lemma 9 let A,B s.t. DAB … D(A1B)(A1B).  A
é B since otherwise by cons1, DAB = DAA1B = DAA = D(A1B)(A1B), contrary to
assumption.  Thus A1B … A.  Now, define D' as follows:  

DXY if X = A
D'XY =

¬(DXY) if X … A

remarks 1.  DA = D'A and 2. D' is cons1.  

proof  Let X1Y = X1Y'.  Show D'XY = D'XY'.  
Case 1  X = A   Then D'XY = DXY = DXY', D is cons1, = D'XY' since X = A. 
Case 2  X … A    Then D'XY = ¬(DXY) = ¬(DXY'), D is cons1, = D'XY' since 

X … A.  As this covers all the cases D' is cons1.
To prove Theorem 8 let A,B s.t. DAB … D(A1B)(A1B).  Set X = X' = A, choose Y = A1B,
which, crucially as we have seen, is not A.  Then

D'A1B(A)(A1B) = D'(A1B1A)(A1B) Def D'A1B

= D'(A1B)(A1B)
= ¬(D(A1B)(A1B) A1B … A, Def D'
= ¬(DA1B(A)(A1B)) Def DA1B, A1B1A = A1B

Q
Thus cons2 is the strongest condition on ordinary Dets that forces the Coda Condition.
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Conclusion  Using only generalized quantifiers and relying only on judgments of truth
conditions and entailment we have achieved a broader coverage of the DPs acceptable in There-
Ss than the pragmatic approach in Zucchi, and we have avoided large numbers of assumptions,
often conceptually unclear, regarding common ground, propositions, context sets, 
presupposition (projection), N' indexing, and felicity conditions.  

 Appendix

1.  Definitions for k-place Dets:  For all k, all functions D from (PE)k into [PE  6 X],

a.  D is cons1 iff for all k-tuples A = <A1,...,Ak> and all properties B,B', 

if Ai 1 B = Ai 1 B', all 1 # i # k,  then  DAB = DAB'

b.  D is intersective iff for all k-tuples A,A' of properties and all properties B,B'

if Ai 1 B = A'i 1 B', all 1 # i # k,  then  DAB = DA'B'

c.  D is cons2 iff for all k-tuples A, A' and all properties B,

if Ai 1 B = A'i 1 B, all 1 # i # k,  then  DAB = DA'B

2.  Theorem 3 a. D is intersective iff D is both cons1 and cons2
b. D is existential iff D is intersective Q

proof  Z for (3a).  Let D be cons1 and cons2, let A1B = X1Y.  Then DAB = DAA1B, cons1, =
D(A1(A1B))(A1B), cons2, = D(A1B)(A1B) = D(X1Y)(X1Y) = D(X1(X1Y))(X1Y) =
DX(X1Y), cons2, = DXY by cons1, so D is intersective.Q  If D is intersective then for all A,B
since A1B = A1B1E, DAB = D(A1B)(E) so D is existential.  If D is existential and A1B =
X1Y then DAB = D(A1B)(E) = D(X1Y)(E) = DXY, so D is intersective. Q

3.  Theorem 4   D is cardinal Y D is intersective Y D is cons1; all inclusions are proper. Q

proof  Let D cardinal.  If A1B = X1Y then |A1B| = |X1Y| so DAB = DXY, whence D is
intersective.  For E = {a,b,...} the map D given by DAB = True iff A1B = {b} is easily seen to
be intersective but not cardinal since |{a}1{a}| =  |{b}1{b}| but D {a}{a} = False and
D{b}1{b} = True.  The other proper inclusion is illustrated in the text.  

4.  Theorem 7 generalizes to k-place intersective Dets as follows:  let F,G k-place intersective
Det functions with F(A) = G(A'), A and A' k-tuples of properties.  Show that FB(A) = GB(A')

FB(A)(X) = F(B1A1,...,B1Ak)(X) Def FB

= F(A1,...,Ak)(B1X) F is intersective
= G(A'1,...,A'k)(B1X) assumption
= G(B1A'1,...,B1A'k)(X) G is intersective
= GB(A'1,...,A'k)(X) Def GB

= GB(A')(X) notation Q

5.  Theorem 9 generalizes to k-place intersective Dets.

proof sketch  Lemma:  For F k-place intersective, F(A)(B) = F(B1A1)...(B1Ak)(²iAi1B), def
of intersective.  And if F is not intersective then for some Aj, B  Aj é B otherwise the equality
above holds.  So Aj1B … B.  Then
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FAY if A = X (A,X are k-tuples)
i. Given F, define F' by F'XY =

¬(FXY) otherwise
ii. Show that F' as defined is conservative

iii. Clearly FA = F'A.  Set K = ²iAi1B.  Show FKAK … F'KAK

iv. F'KAK = F'(K1A1)...(K1Ak)(²iAi1B) Def F'K

= F'(B1A1)...(B1Ak)(²iAi1B)

= ¬(F(B1A1)...(B1Ak)(²iAi1B))

= ¬(F(K1A1)...(K1Ak)(K))

= ¬(FKAK)

so equality fails, as was to be shown. Q
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1.  List contexts:  

A. SHow do I get to UCLA from here?
B. S Well there's always the bus, but it doesn't run very often

Is there always the bus? (and There isn't always the bus) are unnatural in such contexts, so
questioning (and negating) do not preserve the naturaleness of DPs like the bus in such Ss (Anna
Szabolcsi, pc).  Similarly ruled out are "presentative" superlatives, such as when one says,
glancing out the window "Wow! There's the biggest dog I've ever seen in the yard!"  Finally,
"Reminder contexts" do not naturally question or negate.  They are cases where A reminds B of
an already acknowledged reason for not doing X, one that A seems to have been momentarily
forgotten, and A responds "Well, yes, there's always that".  

2.  This definition appeared first in Keenan & Moss (1984) and is used in Keenan (1987).  It is
slightly more general than Zucchi's (p. 76) in that it classes infinitely many and How many? as
cardinal but Zucchi's does not.  Equally Zucchi's probably fails for imprecise cardinals like about
a hundred whereas our works clearly there.

3. {True, False} is the domain of a boolean lattice with the implication order: T # T, F # F and
F # T (using obvious abbreviations).  For all x,y 0 {T,F}, the greatest lower bound (glb) x v y of
{x,y} is given by the standard truth table for conjunction.  The least upper bound (lub) x w y of
{x,y} is given by that for disjunction, and that for ¬ by negation.  Quite generally the set of
functions [A 6 B] from any non-empty set A into a boolean lattice B inherits the boolean
structure of B pointwise:  f # g iff for all a 0 A, f(a) #B g(a).  And provably f v g is that map
sending each a to f(a) vB g(a), f w g sends a f(a) wB g(a) and ¬f sends each a to ¬(f(a)).

4.  And we haven't been making any such assumptions.  We have been concerned with the
interpretation of DPs such as five students as GQs, perhaps the same one as denoted by at least
five students or exactly five students.  It is certainly compatible with our approach to interpret
five students as (FNFIVE)(STUDENT), where we compose F, some trivial function denoted by
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the empty Det i with the denotation of five.
Zucchi provides almost no evidence in favor of the adjectival syntax of bare numerals.  His

best is that some Dets, he cites the and these, combine with five students to yield DPs the/these
five students.  Further such Dets are all and John's:  all five students, John's five students. 
Another option, assumed in Keenan & Stavi (1986), is that certain Dets combine directly with
numerals to form complex Dets:  the five, all five, etc.  The semantics is then easy (and involves
no reference to obscure entities like "pluralities" and "atoms").  E.g. (THE n)(A)(B) = True iff
|A| = n and A f B.

Worth noting also here is that many of the specified or modified numerals in (1) do not
combine with the/these/all/John's, etc.  *the/these/all/John's at least five students,
*the/these/all/John's only five students, *the/these/all/John's exactly five students, etc.  On
Zucchi's view then we would likely have to treat expressions like at least, only, exactly etc. as
specifiers and interpret e.g. exactly five students as (EXACTLY N FIVE)(STUDENT) yielding
the GQ we have been assuming.  In these cases then Zucchi cannot wish away examples like (i)
which use such specified Dets, as in:

i. A S  There are five mistakes in this paper!
B S  Yes there are at least five, and probably more.  Let's reject the paper.
B' S Yes, but there are only five, and I'll have them corrected by morning.

Here the B and B' responses both accept A's assertion, so the existence of pluralities of five
mistakes is in each case part of the common ground, so these discourses should be ruled out by
Zucchi's conditions.  But they are good.

5.  Note:  for any D from PE into GQE,X define Dd  from PE into GQE,X by:  DdAB = DBA.  Then
one shows that D is consi iff Dd is consj, all i … j 0 {1,2}.  

6.  We should add another syntactic step to the definition, such as that below, though some
approaches would not treat these expressions as independently interpreted Dets:  

step 1.5  Add in to Initial-DetThere the specified cardinal absolute adjective comparison (more
than twice as many male as female,...) and compositions with absolute adjectives (at least two
male,...) and exception phrases (no...but John)


